A new kinetic model for heating and evaporation of Diesel fuel droplets is suggested. The model is based on the introduction of the kinetic region in the immediate vicinity of the heated and evaporating droplets, where the dynamics of molecules are described in terms of the Boltzmann equations for vapour components and air, and the hydrodynamic region. The effects of finite thermal conductivity and species diffusivity inside the droplets and inelastic collisions in the kinetic region are taken into account. Diesel fuel is approximated by n-dodecane or a mixture of 80% n-dodecane and 20% p-dipropylbenzene. In both cases, the evaporation coefficient is assumed equal to 1. The values of temperature and vapour density at the outer boundary of the kinetic region are inferred from the requirement that both heat flux and mass flux of vapour (or vapour components) in the kinetic and hydrodynamic regions in the vicinity of the interface between these regions should be equal. Initially, the heat and mass fluxes in the hydrodynamic region are calculated based on the values of temperature and vapour density at the surface of the droplet. Then the values of temperature and vapour density at the outer boundary of the kinetic region, obtained following the above-mentioned procedure, are used to calculate the corrected values of hydrodynamic heat and mass fluxes. The latter in their turn lead to new corrected values of temperature and vapour density at the outer boundary of the kinetic region etc. It is shown that this process quickly converges for the cases analysed in the paper, and it leads to self-consistent values for both heat and mass fluxes. The model is applied to the analysis of heating and evaporation of Diesel fuel droplets with initial radii and temperature equal to 5 µm and 300 K, immersed into gas with temperatures in the range 800-1200 K and pressure equal to 30 bar. It is shown that in all cases the kinetic effects lead to a decrease in droplet surface temperature and an increase in the evaporation time. The kinetic effects on the droplet evaporation time are shown to increase with increasing gas temperatures.
50
The mathematical models, used in the analysis of the processes in the hydrodynamic and kinetic regions, 
Mathematical models

58
As in most of our previous papers (e.g.
[10]), two regions above the surface of an evaporating fuel 59 droplet, the kinetic and hydrodynamic regions, are considered. We take into account the fact that the 60 thermal conductivity of the liquid phase is finite, and identify the third region as the liquid phase region.
61
All three regions are schematically shown in Fig. 1 . T s and ρ s (n,p) refer to the surface temperature and vapour 62 density of n-dodecane (n) and p-dipropylbenzene (p) in the immediate vicinity of the droplet surface; T Rd and 63 ρ Rd (n,p) refer to the same parameters but at the interface between the kinetic and the hydrodynamic regions.
64
δ Rd is the thickness of the kinetic region. As in [10], we take into account the diffusion of species in the 65 liquid phase and the presence of up to 3 components in the kinetic region. The conventional hydrodynamic 66 analysis is applied in the liquid and hydrodynamic regions, while vapour and air dynamics in the kinetic 67 region are described by the Boltzmann equations.
68
The mathematical models for all three regions, used in our analysis, are essentially the same as described 69 in [14, 10] . In what follows the most essential features of these models are briefly summarised.
70
As in [14, 10] , the effects of finite thermal conductivity and species diffusivity in the liquid phase are 71 taken into account based on the analytical solutions to the heat conduction and species diffusion equations 72 inside droplets, assuming that all processes are spherically symmetric. Both solutions are generalised to the 73 case of moving droplets using the effective thermal conductivity and effective diffusivity models. Raoult's 74 law for the partial pressures of vapour species at the surface of the droplets is assumed to be valid in the 75 case of bi-component droplets. The effects of the curvature of the droplet surface are ignored.
76
A system of up to three Boltzmann equations (for up to two vapour species, and air approximated by 77 nitrogen) is solved in the kinetic region, assuming that the evaporation coefficient for all species is equal to 1.
78
The effects of both elastic and inelastic collisions are taken into account, using the same approach as in [10] .
79
The boundary conditions at the interface between the kinetic and hydrodynamic regions are formulated as:
(mass flux leaving the kinetic region (k) is equal to the mass flux entering the hydrodynamic region (h) for 81 n-dodecane (n) and p-dipropylbenzene (p)) and
(heat flux leaving the kinetic region (k) is equal to the heat flux entering the hydrodynamic region (h)).
83
The values of j k (n,p) and q k were calculated based on the solution to Boltzmann equations, while j h (n,p)
84
and q h in the hydrodynamic region were estimated as [14, 10]:
(i refers either to n-dodecane (i = n) or p-dipropylbenzene (i = p)) and
where
the subscripts v and Rd indicate the vapour phase and the interface between the kinetic and hydrodynamic
88
regions respectively, Y v is the vapour mass fraction,
, Q L is the power spent on droplet heating, c pv is the 
, at the surface temperature T s .
113
Note that the expressions for saturated vapour pressure (p sat ) for n-dodecane and p-dipropylbenzene used 114 in our analysis cannot be considered reliable at temperatures close to or above the critical temperatures.
115
Heating and evaporation of the droplets at these temperatures, sometimes predicted by the model at the however, is expected to be small. To mitigate this behaviour of droplet surface temperature, the saturated 119 pressures were artificially increased when the temperatures approached or exceeded the corresponding critical 120 temperatures, using the following formula:
where cr indicates the critical temperature. This correction affected the very final stage of droplet evaporation
122
(when their mass becomes less than about 1% of the initial mass in most cases) and produced negligible 123 effects on the overall process of droplet heating and evaporation.
124
Since the values of fuel vapour density and temperature at level Rd (outer boundary of the kinetic region)
125
are not known, at the first step these values are assumed equal to those at the droplet surface (level s ).
126
As in [10], the first step in the solution of the Boltzmann equations was to perform an investigation into mass and heat transfer processes in the kinetic region for a set of values of ρ Rd (for each of the vapour components separately in the case of bi-component droplets) and T Rd . These parameters were assumed to be in the ranges: ρ Rd < ρ s and T Rd > T s (heating of droplets in a hot gas). For the chosen values of ρ Rd and T Rd , the solution to the Boltzmann equations in the kinetic region allowed us to calculate the normalised mass and heat fluxes at the outer boundary of this region:
where R v is the gas constant referring to n-dodecane vapour, T 0 is the reference temperature chosen equal Let us assume that Diesel fuel can be approximated by n-dodecane, a droplet is stationary and its 139 surface temperature is equal to 600 K; gas temperature and pressure are assumed equal to 1000 K and 30
in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively (lines indicated as 'k'). In the same figures, the plots ofj fluxes leads to a slight decrease in the values of both α ρ and α T for a droplet surface temperature of 600 K.
151
Note that, in contrast to the previously used non-self-consistent model, our new approach does not rely on 152 the observation thatq k is almost independent of α ρ andj k is almost independent of α T .
153
The same iteration procedure and for the same conditions as presented in Figs The same analysis as presented in Figs. 2-5 was repeated for other droplet surface temperatures in the 162 range 300-650 K and gas temperatures 800 K, 1000 K and 1200 K. Also, the same analysis was repeated for bi- to stationary n-dodecane droplets immersed into gas at temperature 800 K. As can be seen from The same plots as presented in Figs. 6 and 7, but for gas temperature equal to 1000 K, are shown in is not explicitly demonstrated.
201
The same plots as presented in Figs. 8 and 9, but for gas temperature equal to 1200 K, are shown in that the values of α ρ tend to be lower and the values of α T tend to be higher for gas temperature 1200 K 204 compared with the case of gas temperature 1000 K. This shows a tendency for enhanced kinetic effects with 205 increasing gas temperature.
206
Let us now consider the case when Diesel fuel is approximated by a mixture of 80% n-dodecane and
207
20% p-dipropylbenzene and gas temperature and pressure are equal to 1000 K and 30 bar respectively.
208
Droplets are assumed to be stationary. The plots of α ρ n ≡ ρ Rd (n) /ρ s (n) (normalised n-dodecane density) The same plots as presented in Fig. 16 , but for the droplet moving with velocity 10 m/s, are shown in (3)). Also, the corrections α T lead to the replacement of T s with T Rd = α T T s . The modifications of B T and
236
T s lead to the modification of the heat flux reaching heated and evaporating droplets described by Equation
237
(4).
238
In the case of multi-component (bi-component in the case studied in our paper) droplets, the corrections 239 α ρ n lead to the replacement of Y s (n) with Y Rd (n) = α ρ n Y s (n) , and the corrections α ρ p lead to the replace-
241
Similarly the value of i is modified to take into account the kinetic effects, using the definition of this 242 parameter (see Equation (5)). The remaining analysis is the same as in the case of the mono-component 243 droplet.
244
To take into account the kinetic effects in the analytical solution for the temperature inside droplets we 245 make the following replacement:
In our analysis, the values of α ρ (α ρ n and α ρ p in the case of bi-component droplets) and α T shown in to be investigated.
257
In the next section, the results of modelling of Diesel fuel droplet heating and evaporation, using the 
Droplet heating and evaporation
260
The results of calculation of the radii and surface temperatures versus time for a stationary n-dodecane 261 droplet with initial radius and temperature equal to 5 µm and 300 K respectively, immersed into gas with time. This increase is described by parameter E k , defined as
where t e k and t e h are droplet evaporation times predicted by the kinetic and hydrodynamic models respec-
267
tively. In the case of the plots shown in Fig. 20 , E k = 3.7%.
268
It was shown that the decrease/increase in gas temperature leads to an increase/decrease in the evapo-269 ration time as expected. Comparing the calculations for gas temperatures 800 K, 1000 K and 1200 K, and 270 droplet velocities 0 and 10 m/s we were able to show that for mono-component droplets the relative increase 271 in the evaporation times due to kinetic effects is more visible at high gas temperatures and droplet velocities.
272
For stationary droplets the values of E k increased from 3.2% to 5.0% when gas temperature increased from 273 800 K to 1200 K. For droplets moving with a velocity of 10 m/s the values of E k were found to be 5.7%,
274
6.7% and 6.4% for gas temperatures 800 K, 1000 K and 1200 K, respectively. For all gas temperatures 275 and droplet velocities under consideration, the kinetic effects led to a slight reduction in the droplet surface 276 temperature.
277
The same plots as shown in see that the addition of p-dipropylbenzene leads to a slight increase in the droplet evaporation time, without 280 noticeable changes in other properties. In this case, E k = 2.8%.
281
The same plots as shown in Fig. 20 , but for a bi-component droplet moving with velocity 10 m/s, are 282 presented in Fig. 22 . As in the case of stationary droplets, one can see that the addition of p-dipropylbenzene 283 leads to a slight increase in the droplet evaporation time, without noticeable changes in other properties. In 284 this case, E k = 5.7%.
285
The plots of mass fractions of n-dodecane (Y s n ) and p-dipropylbenzene (Y s p ) at the surface of the 286 droplet, predicted by hydrodynamic and kinetic models, versus time for the same droplet as described in why the addition of p-dipropylbenzene leads to an increase in the droplet evaporation time.
291
Note that the analysis so far has been focused on droplets with initial radii 5 µm. The kinetic effects 292 decrease with increasing droplet radii (e.g.
[20]). For smaller droplet radii, the kinetic effects are expected
293
to be more pronounced compared with those for droplets with radii equal to 5 µm. The contribution of 294 these droplets in Diesel engines, however, is expected to be small. Also, the analysis of the kinetic effects 295 for these small droplets would require taking into account the effects of surface tension on the heat transfer 296 and evaporation processes (these were ignored in our analysis).
297
Comparing the plots shown above and the corresponding plots predicted by the non-self-consistent model, The plots of α ρ versus T s for a n-dodecane droplet moving with velocity 10 m/s in gas (air) at temper-421 ature equal to 1000 K.
422
423 Fig. 11 The plots of α T versus T s for a n-dodecane droplet moving with velocity 10 m/s in gas (air) at 424 temperature equal to 1000 K.
425
426 Fig. 12 The plots of α ρ versus T s for a stationary n-dodecane droplet immersed in gas (air) at tempera-427 ture equal to 1200 K. The values of α ρ inferred from iteration 2 and higher iterations are indistinguishable. p-dipropylbenzene) moving with velocity 10 m/s in gas (air) at temperature equal to 1000 K.
456
(dashed) models for a stationary n-dodecane droplet with initial radius and temperature equal to 5 µm and 459 300 K, respectively, immersed in a gas (air) at temperature 1000 K. Approximations of α ρ , α ρ n , α ρ p and α T versus T s (iteration 50)
472
All approximations have been obtained for temperatures T s in the range 300-650 K. 
